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By D. K. Pridgen
“How about writing something about your

favorite Dillon machine?” Editor Mark Pixler
asked. Not a problem I thought – and said. Little
did I know how hard that would be: XL 650, RL
550B, or Square Deal “B”? (Thankfully I don’t
have an SL-900 or Super 1050 to add more con-
fusion to my mind.)

I mean, what if he had asked which 1911 was
my favorite, or my favorite tactical folder, or
favorite battle rifle? The
answer, of course, depends
on what I am doing! 

How to choose? I sup-
pose, just as I said –
depends on what I am
doing.

For my day in and day
out reloading of the .45
ACP, my favorite cartridge
for self-defense and compe-
tition for the last three
decades, I choose the Dil-
lon XL 650. I reload heavily
for competition – IDPA to
be specific. Not to cast any
doubts on the 550 or
Square Deal, both of which
I own and use, and both of
which are great reloaders.
It’s just that the 650 was
built from the ground up for
volume work – the kind of
work an active competitor
demands.

So the 650, right? Yep.
The thing is, I use the same
load over and over – if it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it –
and when I sit down at the
650 I want to crank out a
ton of rounds, one after
another, smoothly. So
smoothly, in fact, that I
can’t wait for the AkroBin
to overflow, just to rest
while I empty it!

Once the machine is setup – Dillon Carbide
dies adjusted to just the right overall length and
taper crimp, powder measure set to drop the per-
fect charge of WW231 (Not one of the newest
powders on the block, but it works so well!), and
the AkroBin empty and begging to be filled –
producing perfect .45 ACP rounds is a snap. All I
have to do is keep the bin on the casefeeder
filled, powder measure topped off, and dump
100 primers in the primer feeder when the
buzzer goes off. That and add bullets at the right

station while pumping the Roller Handle endless-
ly. I don’t mean endlessly in a bad way, mind
you. Well actually, I guess I do.

You see, there is no excitement, no drama, and
no whizz-bang in loading those rounds on the
650! In fact, I sometimes feel that if it were not for
stopping to fill powder, case, or primer dispenser,
or empty those stout little .45 ACP rounds from
that perpetually bulging AkroBin, my wife might
find I had sat there cranking out rounds all night!

Seriously, though, the
workhorse Dillon 650 gets
my vote as the all time
champ for massive loading
marathons. Especially with
the casefeeder. The case-
feeder gives a noticeable
bump in speed over the
550 or the 650 sans a case-
feeder. I used to lie awake
nights dreaming about
ways to attach one of those
to my 550, before the
advent of the 650.

To get the most from the
650, I apply scientific plan-
ning. The night before a
marathon reloading fest, I
use Dillon’s heavy-duty
primer flip tray to fill the
seven or eight large primer
pickup tubes I have on
hand. When the run starts,
those tubes are ready to
dump 100 into the dis-
penser quickly. After the
650 chews through all
those primers, I rely on my
Dillon RF100 Automatic
Primer Filler to fill its own
primer tube and keep the
primer station running.

I also stack several con-
tainers of empty cases
within reach, to feed that
hungry casefeeder. Powder
is nearby in a one-pound

can filled from a three pounder. I have several of
the AkroBins in the vicinity. Grab an empty bin,
and push the filled one aside on the fly. Bullets are
also handy, usually in 500 round boxes.

All this organization zings me through 1000
rounds before you can say “Mike Dillon loves
blue!” Perhaps I’ve slowed in my old age or
added more quality into my practice, but now
days I find I can reload 1000 rounds a lot faster
than I can shoot them up.

Or maybe it’s just the Dillon XL 650!
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